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An integral equation method for the solution of 
time-dependent problems in linearized kinetic theory 

M. GRUDNICKI (WARSZAWA) 

A METHOD of solution of the linearized BGK equation for one-dimensional time-dependent 
flow at constant temperature and density is analyzed. It is assumed that on the line x = 0 the 
distribution function of the particle velocities is given explicitly and that at time t = 0 the velocity 
distribution is prescribed. The uniqueness and existence of the solution for certain class of 
functions and initial-boundary conditions is demonstrated. The differential-integral equation is 
reduced to the integral equation which in turn is solved analytically. The method of solution is 
based on the particular form equivalent in our case to the Neuman series of the integral equation. 
By use of this method we solved the problem which was previously examined by Cercignani 
by means of the "elementary solutions" and by other authors by use of the approximate methods. 

W pracy om6wiona jest metoda rozwiq:zania zlinearyzowanego r6wnania BGK dla przeplyw6w 
niestacjonarnych, jednowymiarowych ze stalq temperaturq i g((stosciq. Przyjmuje si((, i;e na linii 
x = 0 funkcja rozkladu pr((dkosci molekul jest dana w spos6b jawny, a takZe i:e dany jest rozklad 
pr((dkosci w chwili t = 0. Dowodzi si((, i:e dla pewnej klasy funkcji oraz warunk6w brzegowych 
i poc~tkowych rozwiqzanie jest jednoznaczne. R6wnanie r6i:niczkowe calkowe sprowadzone 
jest do r6wnania calkowego, dla kt6rego zna)eziono rozwiqzanie analityczne. Metoda rozwiq· 
zania po]ega na wykorzystaniu szczeg6lnej postaci, jakq przyjmuje w tym przypadku szereg 
Neumana r6wnania calkowego. Stosujqc t(( metod~ rozwiqzuje si(( pewne zagadnienie badane 
przez Cercignaniego metodq "rozwiqzan e]ementarnych", a takZe przez innych autor6w metodami 
przyblii:onymi. 

B pa6oTe o6cym,n;eH MeTO,n; pernemu1 mmeapH30BaHHoro ypaBHOO:H.R BGK ,n;JI.R HeCTaQHOHap· 
HbiX, O,ll;HOMepHbiX TeqeHHH C ITOCTO.RHHOH TeMrrepaTypOH H fiJIOTHOCTbiO. llpHHHMaeTC.R, qTO 
Ha JIHHHH X = 0 cpyHI<QH.R pacrrpe,n;eJieHH.R CI<OpOCTH MOJiei<yJI ,n;aHa .RBHbiM o6pa30M, a Tai<me, 
qTo ,ll;aHO pacrrpe,n;eJieHHe CI<OpOCTH B MOMeHT t = 0 . .Uoi<a3bJBaeTC.R, qTQ ,n;JI.R Hei<OTOporo 
I<Jiacca cpyHI<QHH, a Tai<me rpaHHqHbiX H HaqaJibHbiX ycnomrn perneHHe e,n;HHCTBeHHo. 11H
Terpo-,n;HcpcpepeHQHaJII>Hoe ypaBHeHHe CBO,ll;HTC.R I< HHTerpaJibHOMy ypaBHeHHIO, ,ll;JI.R I<OTOporo 
Haii,n;eHo aHaJIHTHqeci<oe perneHHe. MeTo,n; perneHH.R 3aJ<JIIOqaeTc.R B HCITOJib30BaHHH qacrHoro 
BH,n;a, I<ai<oH rrpHHHMaeT B 3TOM cnyqae p.R,n; Heil:MaHa HHTerpaJibHoro ypaBHeHH.R. llpHMeH.R.R 
3TOT MeTo,n; pernaeTc.R Hei<oTopa.R 3a,n;aqa Hccne,n;oBaHH.R UepQHHHaHH MeTo,n;oM "3JieMemap
HbiX perneHHH", a Tai<me ,n;pyrHMH aBTOpaMH rrpH6JIHllieHHbJMH MeTO,n;aMH. 

THE GREAT difficulties encountered in solving Boltzmann's equation have very often led 
to the use of the model BGK equation. However, this model equation is also difficult to 
solve and wherever possible its linearized form is used. Some physical problems such as the 
well known of CouETTE, KRAMER or RAYLEIGH are one-dimensional and then for some 
flow conditions the linear one-dimensional BGK equation is relevant. In this case the 
superposition law permits to consider separately different simplified cases which describe 
specific physical flows [1, p. 157]. Mostly rarefied gas dynamic problems described in the 
literature are stationary and there are very few analytic solutions [1, 2, 3, 4,]. Some non· 
stationary problems were solved by CERCIGNANI [3] using the method of elementary 
solutions and Laplace's transformation. 
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554 M. GR.UDNICKI 

A method of solving one of the simplified, linearized, one-dimensional BGK equation 
describing a non-stationary flow with constant temperature and density in the -absence 
of external forces will be considered. The relevant equation [1, pp. 174] is 

00 2 

aq;l aq;l 1 J -ex 
(1) 8t+cx-8x- = -q;l(x,t,cx)+ yn e cp 1 (x,t,cx)dcx, 

-00 

where I= loo (1 + CzCfJ 1 (x, t, ex)) - particle velocity distribution function, loo = 
2 

= n0n- 3 e-c2 
- absolute Maxwellian function, c -molecular velocity in y2k-Tjm unit, 

u-average velocity in l/ 2kT/m unit, 
00 2 

(2) u, = 
2 

~:;; J e _,, <p 1 (x, I, e,)de,-u component in z direction. 

-Cl) 

Introducing the notation 
(3) CfYt(X, f, Cx) = 1p(X, f, Cx)e-t 

and using the method of characteristics and Laplace transformation, a formal solution 
of (1) yields the following integral equation: 

Multiplying this equation by ~-;; e _,~ and integrating with respect to e, leads to: 

(5) g, (x, t) = Jn IQ(:, -1, e, )de,+ 7n I j e~- e-'~g, ( s, t- x~s)dsdc., 
-oo -ooO 

where 

(6) 

Q(v, ex) is an arbitrary function differentiable with respect to v. The function Q(v, ex) 
will be henceforth considered as known. 

Neumann's series for (5) can be written in the form: 

K'" = J:;; Je-'~Q(:, -t, e}e, = I K1 (:, -t, e,)de., 
-Cl) -00 

K'2l = J:;; J fc.~u e-,~-·' [f.!, { ~ -t, u )-Q, (:, -t, u) ]dude, 
-00-00 

= I K, (:. -I, e}e., 
-rx 

K (3) - foo ( X ) d - K3 C: -t, Cx Cx• 
-oo 
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AN INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEMS 555 

It can be noticed that the expressions under the integral can be reduced to the same 
form, and this suggests that the solution must be of the form: 

OCJ 

(7) g1 (x, 1) = J F(:. -I, c}c,. 
-OCJ 

Putting (7) into (5), an equation for the function F(v, ex) is obtained 

(8) 

1 Joo ue-c~ ( x ) } - .. ; - ~F1 - -t, u du dcx = 0 
J1 n U Cx Cx 

-OCJ 

with the condition 

aF1 I 1 -c
2 av = -----=- e X .Q(O' Cx)' 

v = O Jln 
where the following notation was used 

(9) aF1 (V' Cx) = F( ) 
8v V, Cx • 

A sufficient condition for (8) to be satisfied is that the expression in the brackets is zero. 
Using the uniqueness theorem for the solution of (4) (see Appendix I) we observe 

that this is also a necessary condition. 
Hence F1 must satisfy the following equation: 

(10) 

where 

(11) 

(12) 

CERCIGNANI has shown (2) that the functionfu(cx) has the following property:. 
OCJ 

(13) J fu
1 
(x)fu

2
(x)xe-xzdx = c(u1 ) l5(ut- u2), 

-OCJ 

where 

(14) 

(15) J X 2e-x 2/u(x)dx = 0. 
-OCJ 
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Making use of the orthogonality properties the Eq. (10) can be solved analytically (Appen
dix 11) as follow3: 

(16) 
V ( 1 -c

2 
) - iJFl - 1 f y'ne Xp(cx)-l (v-vt) 

F(v, Cx) - -
0
-- _ 2 e x 
V / -c l ;rcxe x o 

where 

e-zl[ iJQ(v,z) 1 foo J 
G(v, z) = yn Q(v, z)+ iJv ---;- ue-"2!J(v, u)fz(u)du . 

-00 

Now, the following general solution of (4) can be written: 

(17) 

s · x-s 
--t+-

x 00 Z Cx 

tp(X, t, Cx) = Q(~ -t, Cx)+ :x J f f 
0 -00 0 

1 
- exp{( 

1
_ e-z2p(z) -1) x 

ynze-z2 yn 

x oo~~; __ (e-z~(z)-1)Q(O,z) [ ~ ( -·)] 
1 J J Jl n . ~1 zl s X s +- sm rnze- --t+--
~ ~ z ~ 

0 -00 

Q(O,z)e-z
2 

[ -- (s x-s)Jj {( 1 . )(s x-s)} + yn cos ynze-z2 z--t+ --c;- exp yn e-z;lp(z)-1 -z-t+Cx dzds. 

A particular solution for given boundary and initial conditions can be deduced from 
the general solution. Practically, great difficulties appear as it is not easy to deduce Q(v, ex) 
for given boundary and initial conditions. When this can be done, an analytical solution 
of the problem is obtained. 

For illustration, the following problem will be solved: 
1. The gas fills the whole infinite space. 
2. Up to t = 0 the flow is stationary and the distribution function (the disturbance lf'1) 

is a known function of x and ex. 
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3. The disturbance function q; 1 (x, t, ex) is antisymmetric with respect to the plane 

X= 0. 
4. For t > 0 the function cp 1 is continuous at x = 0 . 
At the moment t = 0 the factors maintaining the stationary state disappear. 
The flow for t > 0 for constant temperature and density is to be determined. 
To be more specific, the case when the initial conditions are 

cp 1 (X, t, Cx)lr,.;o = Ax±B, X z 0 

will be considered. 
The continuity and antisymmetry conditions indicate that 

9ll(x, t, Cx)lx=O = 0, t > 0. 

In this case, !J(v, ex) can be found. If lxfcxl < t, then the particle which is at point x 
will be in contact with the wall at t, and the boundary conditions must be used to determine 
the function Q(v, ex). When lxfcxl ~ t the initial conditions should be used. Substitut
ing the value of 1p at t = 0 and x = 0 in ( 4) it follows: 

0, V< 0, l~l<l, 
Cxl 

(18) !J(v, Cx) = Acx(1-e-v)+Be-v, V~ 0, X> 0, Cx > 0, 1~1 ~ t, 
-Acx(1-e-v)- Be-v, V~ 0, X< 0, Cx < 0, 1~1 ~ t. 

If the values of x and ex are of different signs, the antisymmetry condition for x = 0 should 
be used. Putting (18) in the general solution (17) the analytic expression for the function 
q;1 is obtained. 

Now the hydrodynamic magnitudes can be deduced. The average velocity follows from 
(2), (3), (6), (16): 

(19) u, = ~ e-'g, = ~ e-' f F(:. -I, <x)dcx 
-00 

_ 2e-t Jco (Cx 1 ·), (q(cx)-l)(c;~-t) {[(q(cx)-1)B A. ] 
- sgnx .. ;- H - _- e .. I + .. ;- x 

Jl 1t X t Jl ncx Jl 1t 
-eo 

x sin [y;;;cxe -c~ (:.-I)]+ Be -c~ cos [Y1tcxe -c~ (:. -I)]} de., 
where 

1

1' 

H(x) = !_ 
2 ' 
0, 

X> 0, 

X =0, 

X< 0. 

A = 0 corresponds to the physical case of a gas, initially in two semi-spaces x ~ 0, of constant 
temperature T0 and number density n0 having an average velocity + B/2 at x > 0 and 
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-B/2 at x < 0. One can imagine that the two semi-spaces are divided, say, by a membrane 
which is suddenly removed at t = 0 and therefore at t > 0 a diffusion of velocity occurs. 
The resulting perturbation function at t > 0 is continuous at x = 0. 

The problem was solved by CERCIGNANI and T AMBI [3] using the method of elementary 
solutions and Laplace transformation. The resulting mean velocity after retransforma
tion is 

u, = sgnx { ~ - :,. I H { ~- -+ )e<•«,>-'{>') [ q~:~! sin[jlncxe -c~(:. -t)] 
-00 

+ e -c~cos[ y'3tcxe-c~ (:.- t)] dcx}. 

The Eq. (19) after transformations (Appendix Ill) can be reduced to this form. 
The solution (17) obtained is an exact analytic solution · of (1) of greater theoretical 

than practical value. There is no method of finding particular solutions, except the one 
given above satisfying boundary and initial co'nditions required, i.e. corresponding to 
a given physical problem. 

Appendix I 

The uniqueness theorem 

THEOREM 1. Let the function 1p(x, t, cx) satisfy the Eq. (4). Let us assume: 

?p(X, t, Cx)lx=O = Wb(t, Cx), t > 0, 

?p(X, t, Cx)lt=O = Wp(X, Cx). 

Function 1p(x, t, cx) is continuous with respect to t. There exists such () > 0 that the function 

1p(X, t, cx) is analytical with respect to t in (0, ()) interval. Then 1p(x, t, Cx) is the unique 

function of this class which satisfies the Eq. (4). 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exist two solutions of the Eq. (4) which satisfy 

boundary and initial conditions required. In this case difference of these solutions "Po = 
= 1p1 -1p2 satisfies the Eq. (4) as well as zero boundary and initial conditions. 

Let !J0 (v, cx) correspond to "Po solution. Then 

(1.1) !Jo(- t, Cx) = 0, 
0 00 

(1.2) .Qo(:..cx)+ Cx~nJ Je-•''1'+·- x:,s ,u)duds =0. 
· x -oo 

Taking into account that 1p0 (x, t, cx) satisfies the Eq. (4) and relations (1.1) and (1.2) 
hold, we receive: 

(1.3) 'l'o(X, t, ex) = Cx ~;< j J e-•''l'o (s, t- xc~s, u)duds, t ;.I :.I, 
X -00 

(1.4) 

X 

"Po(X,t,cx) = ~~- J 
Cx J' n 

x-tc 

~ ( x-s ) J e-"2
1p0 s,t-c;-,u duds, 

-00 
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If any function satisfies the Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), then the derivative with respect to time 
of this function will satisfy these equations, too. 

For given x and Cx and t < lxfcxl, the Eq. (1.4) is valid and consequently 8VJ0 /8t/r=o = 0. 
It can be shown inductively that anVJI atnlt=O = 0. Expanding VJo(X ,. t' Cx) into series 
with respect tot we find that 1p0 (x, t, cx) = 0 at least in (0, t5) interval. We consider t > t5. 

Using mean value theorem and definition (6) in the Eq. (1.4) leads to 

1 Jx ( x-s) ( x-s1 ) 1p0 (x, t, c~) = - g 1 s, t- - - ds = tg1 s1 , t---
Cx Cx Cx 

x-ICx 

t Joo _112 ( X-St ) J. = ----=- e VJo s1 , t---, u uu, Jln Cx 
-00 

where S 1 = s1 (x, t, cx) e: (x-tcJ" x) or s1 E (x, x-tcx). 
Let t5 1 means the right end of the greatest interval where for all t E ( t5, t51) the condition 

t- x-s. ~ t5 is satisfied. As s 1 < x and ex is bounded (icxl <~),so t5 1 > t5. Also for 
~ t 

the Eq. (1.3) the interval (t5, t5 1), where 1p0 (x, t, ex) = 0 could be found. 
In this way the interval (0, t5) in which 1p0 (x, t, cx) = 0 can be extended to interval 

(0, t5 1). Proceeding in the same way we receive a sequence of intervals (0, t5n) where 
function 1p0 (x, t, cx) = 0. Utilizing continuity of 1p0 (x, t, cx) with respect to t it can be 
shown that t5n-+ oo.lt means that 1p0 (x, t, cx) = 0 for te(O, +oo). Hence, 1he Eq. (4) 
has at least one solution which satisfies the required boundary and initial conditions. 

THEOREM 2. Let/unction 1p+(x, t, Cx > O)satisfy the Eq. (4)andfunction 1p-(x, t, Cx < 0) 
satisfy the Eq. (4a) 

(4a) 'JI(X, I, Cx) = .Q(~~Xo -1, ex)+~~~ 7' J e-•' x 
0 -00 

( 
X-X0 -S ) 

x 1p s+x0 , t- ---c;--, u duds. 

J'Ve assume that 

VJ(X, t, Cx > O)lx=O = "P+(o, t, Cx) = wb+(t, Cx), 

1p(X, t, Cx < O)lx=xo = VJ- (Xo, t, Cx) = W;; (t, Cx), 

VJ(X, t, Cx)lt=O = VJ(X, 0, Cx) = Wp(X, Cx}. 

Cx > 0, 

Cx < 0, 

Function 1p(x, t, cx) is continuous with respect to t. There exists such t5 > 0 that function 
VJ(X, t, cx) is analytical with respect to t in the interval (0, t5) . Then 

is the only function of this class which satisfies the solutions (4) and (4a). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let the function 1p(x, t, cx) satisfy the Eqs. ( 4) and ( 4a). Let us assume that 

tp(X, t, Cx)lx=O = Wb+(t, Cx > 0), 

tp(X, t, Cx)lx=xo = Wb"(t, Cx < 0), 

tp(X, t, Cx)lt~O = Wp(X, Cx)• 

Function 1p(x, t, Cx) is continuous with 'respect to t at t > 0. Then tp(x, t, ex) is the only 
function of this class which satisfies the Eqs. (4) and (4a)for ex > 0 and Cx < 0, respectively. 

pro of. Similarly to the previous proofs, let us introduce a function "Po = tp1 -tp2 • 

The function "Po must satisfy zero boundary and initial conditions. 

1. Let us assume that Cx > 0 and consider the Eq. (4). If~- t ~ 0 then .Q0 (_!____- t, cx) = 
Cx Cx 

= 0 (boundary conditions). Simultaneously, from initial conditions it follows that 

!.lo(;. -l,cx) = 0, 
X 

- -t > 0. 
Cx 

2. For Cx < 0, proceeding is the same, but it is connected with the Eq. (4a). 
Hence, the function tp0 (x, t, ex) must satisfy the equations 

) 1 Jx foo -u2 ( . X- S ) ds (1.5) 'f/Jo(X,t,Cx = CxY; e 1p s,t-~,u du , c> 0, 
0 -00 

and the condition "Po (x, t, cx) = 0 at t ~ 0. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 

Appendix 11 

Solution of the Eq. (10) 

The condition (9) and the Eq. (10) involve the following property: 

(9a) F1 (V, Cx)lv=O = 0. 

Proof. Substituting (9) into the Eq. (10) in which v = 0, we obtain 

(2.1) 

Multiplying this equation by cxfz(cx) and integrating over Cx we find 

(2.2) 
00 1 J CxF1 (0, Cx)fz(cx)dcx = y'n C(z)F1 (0, z). 

-oo 
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Simultaneously from the Eq. (2.1) we obtain 

00 

(2.3) J cxfu(cx)F1 (0, u)du = yncxe+e~F1 (0, Cx). 
-oo 

It can be noticed that 

(2.4) ufz(u)+zfu(z) = 2up(u)~(u-z). 

Let us substitute Cx for u and z for ex in the expression (2.2). Adding (2.2) and (2.3) and 
utilizing (2.4), we obtain 

it means that 

As the expression in brackets is not identically zero, we obtain (9a). 
Solving formally (10) and using the condition (9a) we obtain 

V 00 

(2.5) F1(v, c,) = [ :-,; e-'~[.Q(s, c,)+ Lf,(c,)F1(s, u)du] e-•+•ds. 

Multiplying this equation by cxfz(cx) and utilizing orthogonality offu(cx) we find 

(2.6) 

Substituting u for Cx and Cx for z we have 

00 00 V 

V 

+ .J- J C(z)F1 (s, z)e-v+sds. 
t no 

(2.7) _£ uf,,(u)Fl(v, u)du = ./,. _£ ue-•' [ .Q(s, u)fcx(u)e-•+>dsdu 

At the same time the Eq. (10) leads to 

CO 

V 

+ 1 J C(cx)F1 (s, Cx)e-v+sds. 
yno 

(2 B) f J.( )F ( .. ;- c
2 

8Ft(vtcx) •1- c
2 

) Q( ) . Cx u Cx 1 v, u)du = ... ncxe X - -av- - + ... ncxe xpl(v, Cx -Cx v, Cx . 
-00 
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Summing (2.7) adn (2.8) and using (2.4) we obtain 

V 

+ 1 r C(cx)Fl (s' Cx)e-v+sds- Cxil(~·' Cx) 
Jlno 

00 V 

'+ .. }-;r J J ue-"
2
Q(s, u)fc/u)e-v+sdsdu. 

V -oo o 

This equation can be reduced to linear differential equation with constant coefficients. 
In fact, multiplying both sides by ev and differentiating over v we find 

00 

n o!J(v, Cx) 1 f -u2n( 
= Cx~~(v, Cx)+cx ov - V Jt ' -00 ue ~~ v, u)fcx(u)du 

and conditions 

_oF1 (v, ex) j = _1_ -c~n(o ) . 
OV .. ;- e ~~ 'Cx ' 

:v=O V Jt 

ex is treated as parameter. 
Applying to this expression a well known fact from differential equations theory [5], 

we obtain the solution 

(2.11) 

( 
1 -c

2 
) Q(O C) .re Xp(c.x}-l v. ( .. ;- -c2 ) + ' X e r n sm V ne e X V • 

JtCx x ' 

consequently 

(2.12) 
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-c2 . ] (~e-c;p(c~)-t)v 
.Q(O, Cx)e X • (·;- -c2 ) e Yll 

+ yn cos v ncxe xv . . 

Appendix Ill 

It can be noticed that the arbitrary constant C satisfies the Eq. (1). Hence, if this 
equation is satisfied by function cp 1 then it will also be satisfied by function 

cp~(X', l, Cx) = (/)1-C. 

Let us put C = B at x > 0 and C = - B at x < 0. Consequently, 

g(x, t) = B+g'(x, t), 

where 

00 

g(x, t) = g 1(x, t)e-' = ;"' 1 e-'!<p,(x, t, c,)dc,. 

Function cp1 satisfies the integral equation 

so 

(3.1) ( x ) ~ 1 Ix ( x-s) _ x-s cp'±B = .Q - -t, Cx e-t+Be -Cx ± B+- g' s, t--- e Cx ds 
Cx Cx 

0 
Cx 

and, consequently, 

(3.2) (
X ) 1 Ix ( x-s) _x-s cp'(x, t, Cx) = .Q' - -t, C;x e-t+- g' s, t--- e Cx ds, 
Cx Cx 0 Cx 

where 

(3.3) 

Introducing the notation VJ' (x, t, ex) = cp' et we find 

(3.4) 

3 Arch, Mecb. Stos. nr 4175 
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The equation (3.4) is of the same form as the Eq. (4). It means that it has the same solu
tions. 

By (3.3) the function Q'(v, ex) can be found. For the case A = 0, we have: 

( B -v V< 0, 1:.1 < t, X> 0, Cx > 0, I - e ' 

1:.1 < t, Q'(v, Cx) = ~ Be-v, V< 0, X< 0. Cx < 0, 

I 0, v~O I :.1 .. t. 

According to the general solution of (17) we obtain 

1 [ B B foo ( Cx 1) ( x ) Uz = lg'(x, t)e-t = sgn(x)e-t etT + y'n H x- t e(q(cx)-l) c;-t x 

-00 . 
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